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Introduction
Introduction
 LexQual was founded to deliver world-class litigation support and
services across the globe. We firmly believe that rendering quality
work-product within the specified time and budget is of
paramount importance. We cater to our clients with a complete
end to end solution customized to meet the never-ending demands
of complex litigation and regulatory compliance matters.
 We are a six year old entity, highly efficient and cost effective
Legal Process Outsourcing firm based in India with strong
commitment to maintaining superior quality standards and timely
delivery processes.

 Our team is a unique blend of experienced attorneys supported
with customized technology solutions designed to deliver worldclass litigation support and services.
 We adhere strictly to standard data security regulations, IT
infrastructure requirements, implementation of internal
securities, and standard industrial recruitment norms.
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Why Outsourcing
Why Outsourcing


Focus on Core Issues – Facilitates Attorneys, Law Firms, and In-house Legal
Departments to concentrate on core legal issues thereby allowing them to
offer a wider range of service to their clients, potentially attracting a larger

client base.



Advantage of the Time Zone – Helps saving considerable amount of time
due to the strategic geographical location of a specialized dedicated team.



Quality and Efficiency – Dedicated team assuring high quality work with
quick turnaround time.



Scalability – Inherent scalability and flexibility to the law firms/clients to
meet short term demands on a project to project basis.



Cost Savings – Lucrative route reduces cost and increase substantial cost
savings that can be as high as 60-70%. Small to medium law firms including
solo practitioners can benefit by cutting cost and remain competitive.
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Why LexQual


High quality work delivered at the most cost effective rates with no
compromise on quality.



We have demonstrated that our legal services are equal to or often
better than similar work done by world-class law firms, but with
substantial cost savings.



Ability to work with clients’ contract management staff to ensure that
data is easily retrievable, costs are controlled, deadlines are met, and
the overall process meets client needs.



Attorneys possess excellent legal research and drafting skills and carry
an aggressive, solution centric approach.



Privacy and Confidentiality of client matter is our priority and
therefore, each resource and collaborator of LexQual is bound by
confidentiality agreements.



At LexQual we have state of the art security measures installed to
protect client data and proprietary information.
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Services Offered
 E-Discovery and Litigation support
 Personal Injury Support Services
 Legal Research
 Family Law Support Services
 Immigration Support Services
 Intellectual Property services

 Contract Management
 Deposition Summaries

 Litigation Coding
 Legal Publishing

 Due Diligence
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E-Discovery and Litigation Support

 The ever-increasing amount of electronic data has created
significant obstacles for attorneys and their clients. Today’s
lawyers and legal professionals must not only understand
substantive and procedural law, they must also understand legal
technology and data preservation retention policies in order to
navigate the growing world of ESI.
 LexQual has employed document reviewers i.e. contract attorneys
and/or paralegals that understand the legal and factual issues in
the litigation and are able to make the necessary judgment calls
as to privilege and responsiveness. Reviews are planned,
implemented, and monitored by LexQual in consultation with in
house and outside counsel using proprietary processes designed to
increase efficiency and quality.
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Personal Injury

LexQual assists personal injury Attorneys and Solicitors. Our
services include Filling of Intake Sheet, correspondence with
medical facilities and insurance companies for gathering medical
bills/records and other details to prepare the claim letter. We assist
attorneys in drafting of demand letters and medical summaries
allowing them to invest and focus more time in determining a very
competitive pre-trial settlement amount. We also help them in
drafting of Summons and Complaints, fact finding and discovery
issues, researching on applicable case laws and statutes, filing and
calendaring of necessary documents if the issue moves to the
litigation stage.
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Legal Research

Our legal research team are well acquainted with US laws and
research tools, on-line databases such as Westlaw and LexisNexis
to cull out case law information that suits clients’ requirements.
Our legal research begins with an analysis of the facts and
concludes with the application and communication of the results.
Our legal research approach provides sufficient accurate data,
relieving clients of their burden and allowing them to focus on
more strategic issues.
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Immigration Support

We also support and assist attorneys, law firms, corporations and
individuals to manage visa applications right from inception to
successful completion. Attorneys at LexQual are extremely
knowledgeable about immigration laws and are efficient in
researching on complex requirements of legal immigration,
populating USCIS/Immigration forms and drafting of petitions,
correspondences, and memorandums to immigration authorities.
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Intellectual Property

LexQual provides IP support including patent search, copyright
registration, patent registration, patent proof reading etc. We
being experienced professionals have got hands on experience in
different patent search and portfolio analysis projects and are
always open to take up new challenges upon an untapped and ever
growing market of IP. We are open to learning new things and
ready to deliver as and when expected to. Our attorneys have
knowledge on the Hatch Waxman Act and Para IV litigation; have
reviewed documents, done Native Excel spreadsheet redaction
which is one of the core and tedious aspect in Patent Infringement
litigation in Pharmaceutical Industries.
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Deposition Summaries

Deposition summaries are important support for attorneys in
litigation. Accurate deposition summaries are an effective
alternative to the tedious task of reviewing lengthy legal
transcripts. Our team has in depth expertise in analyzing long
depositions and providing an accurate summary of relevant facts
which would act as a quick reference on specific topics or
statements addressed. We help our clients by summarizing
deposition testimonies into crisp, concise, and accurate clerical
digest in customized and tailored formats to fit client’s
requirements and needs.
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Contract Review and Management

 Contracts are managed to help the contracting parties to have
more visibility to their contracts, set a smooth work flow, and
identify risks enabling instant remedial actions. It is an asset to a
business organization in the sense that it brings in more visibility,
ensures compliance to obligations, blocks revenue leakage, reduces
contract cycle times, and enables good governance.
 Our team at LexQual are familiar with Contract Review and
Obligation Management concepts. The team is capable of
analyzing complex contracts in the format required by the client,
identifying key terms including, identifying and capturing
Deliverables & Obligations (DnO) and Key Metadata.
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Conveyancing

Conveyancing refers to transfer of ownership of a property from
one person to another that includes sale, purchase, mortgage, and
remortgage. Conveyancing may be either Residential that deals
with flats and houses or Commercial that deals with properties
intended for commercial business purposes. Conveyancing in UK
is done by a solicitor or a licensed Conveyancer, and can be dealt
in three stages, agreeing to a Sale or Purchase, Exchange of
Contracts, and Completion. Our attorneys at LexQual can assist
our clients in preparing initial quote, drafting and reviewing of
memorandums, contracts, survey reports, valuation reports etc.,
searches, respond to enquiries, and post completion works.
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Business Development Team
M/s LexQual Solutions Private Limited,
349/350, First floor, Kamarajar Road,
Opposite Aloft Hotel, Lions stop, Varadharajapuram
Coimbatore-641015-INDIA
VOIP:+1.510.298.3212
Email: businessqueries@lexqual.com
Visit our website: www.lexqual.com

“We believe in quality not the first time, but every time”
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